We report what is to our knowledge the first observation of a subpicosecond terahertz (THz) pulse propagating as a superposition of the whispering-gallery modes (WGMs) of a dielectric cylinder. The WGM THz pulses are coupled into and out of a 5-mm-diameter silicon cylinder via a 100-mm-thick, single-mode silicon slab waveguide. We observed two round-trip cylindrical cavity pulses from this coupling structure, which cover a continuous frequency range from 0.4 to 1. The optical cavity has attracted considerable research interest because of its important applications in laser design, 1 cavity-ringdown spectroscopy, 2 fiber optics, 3 and basic research such as cavity quantum electrodynamics.
The optical cavity has attracted considerable research interest because of its important applications in laser design, 1 cavity-ringdown spectroscopy, 2 fiber optics, 3 and basic research such as cavity quantum electrodynamics. 4 In the microwave region, spherical or cylindrical dielectric cavity resonators have been proved practical for high-performance frequency f ilters for millimeter-wave integrated circuits. 5 Recently an experimental demonstration of a broadband, quasioptic dielectric terahertz (THz) cavity coupled through optical tunneling was reported. 6 The whispering-gallery mode (WGM) is starting to play an important role in optical and microwave cavities. These modes, which occur in dielectric spheres and cylinders, describe electromagnetic radiation circulating about the inner surface of the cavity. Because of the total internal ref lection associated with these modes, they can have cavity Q values that exceed 10 10 . Consequently, WGM cavities are becoming important for ultranarrow linewidth, high-energy densities, and sensing applications. In addition, WGM cavities (resonators) offer adaptability to integrated circuits, which can provide excellent frequency selection for both millimeter 5 and optical 7, 8 waves. In this Letter we report what we believe is the first observation of a subpicosecond (subps) THz pulse propagating as a superposition of WGM modes of a dielectric cylinder. This observation is made possible by efficient coupling between a single-mode dielectric slab waveguide 9 and a dielectric cylindrical WGM resonator for THz pulses. Unlike for the related WGM studies of microspheres that use single-frequency cw optical lasers, 7, 8 here we use subps THz pulses. 9 The coupled WGM pulse covers a continuous frequency range from 0.4 to 1.8 THz and consists of a superposition of several WGM modes. The experimental results thereby have demonstrated the WGM propagation properties and the strong coupling between the slab waveguide and the cylinder.
The experimental setup is similar to that which has been used to investigate THz propagation in plastic ribbon waveguides 9 and incorporates plano-cylindrical lenses to couple the energy into and out of the slab guide. The slab waveguide and the cylinder are both made from high-resistivity silicon, with dimensions of 17.5 mm (length z) by 100 mm (thickness x) by 12.5 mm (height y) and 5 mm (diameter) by 10 mm (height y), respectively. As illustrated in the center inset of Fig. 1 , the slab waveguide is sandwiched between two 18-mm (length z) by 25 mm (height y) aluminum plates, each with a 3.2-mm (length z) by 17 mm (height y) open window in the middle. To place the cylinder in contact with the slab waveguide we carefully milled out the open window of the bottom plate, using a 6.2-mm ball-end bit. A 5-mm aperture was placed before the left lens to conf ine the incoming beam. Figure 1 shows the measured THz pulses of the system described above. Pulse 1a is the reference scan taken without the cylinder and is the main transmitted pulse, which is followed by two smaller pulses, 2a and 3a, that are due to ref lections from the cylindrical lenses. When the cylinder is brought into contact with the slab waveguide, two new pulses, 4b and 5b, appear, as shown in Fig. 1(b) .
The x-polarized input subps THz pulse, which we measured by removing the coupling structure and moving the cylindrical lenses to their confocal position, 9, 10 is shown in the left inset of Fig. 1 . This pulse is coupled with good efficiency into the TEM mode of the parallel-plate metal waveguide formed by the two aluminum plates. The TEM THz pulse propagates with negligible distortion and loss, 10 except in the window region, where it propagates in the slab TM 0 mode with high group-velocity dispersion, which causes the extreme broadening and frequency chirp of pulses 1a, 2a, and 3a (Fig. 1) . 9 For Fig. 1(b) , when the THz pulse reaches the slab -cylinder contact region, part of the pulse will be coupled into the cylinder as a linear combination of WGM modes; the remaining pulse continues to propagate along the beam path of the system and is detected as the main transmitted pulse, 1b. The WGM THz pulse travels continuously about the cylinder. When it returns to the slab -cylinder contact region after one round trip, part of this pulse is coupled into the slab waveguide and arrives at the THz receiver to be recorded as the first cavity pulses, 4b. As this coupling occurs every time the circulating WGM THz pulse returns to the contact region, a cavity pulse train is generated.
If we assume that the WGM THz pulse travels about the cylinder at a velocity equal to that in bulk silicon, the time delay between the first cavity pulse, 4b, and the main pulse, 1b, can be calculated as t 1 2pn c r͞c, where n c 3.42 is the refractive index of silicon, r is the radius of the cylinder, and c is the speed of light. Substituting the corresponding values, we get t 1 179 ps, in agreement with the experimental value of 172-187 ps. The observed delay of the second cavity pulse, 5b, with respect to pulse 1b is in the range 337-367 ps, in agreement with the calculated value of t 2 2t 1 358 ps.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) are magnifications of Fig. 1 for the first and the second cavity pulses, 4b and 5b, respectively. Their respective spectra are presented in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) . The rightmost inset of Fig. 1 shows the spectra of single-mode main pulses 1a and 1b; the spectral oscillations are due to the ref lections between the planar surfaces of the cylindrical lenses and the entrance and exit surfaces of the slab waveguide, separated by approximately 0.7 mm. However, the spectral oscillations of the cavity pulses shown in Fig. 3 indicate the multimode composition 11 of the WGM THz pulse; the oscillations occur because the phase velocities are different for the individual WGM modes and interference occurs when the pulses are coherently combined at the coupling point.
For single-mode coupling the frequency-domain coupled-mode equations that govern the coupling between the slab waveguide and the cylinder can be written as 
where a and b are the complex modal amplitudes for the slab and the WGM modes, respectively, and P and C are the coupling coeff icients. 12 If we now assume that the transfer function of the main transmitted pulse, 1a, is H 0 ͑v͒, its complex spectrum will be A 0 ͑v͒ H 0 ͑v͒I ͑v͒, where I ͑v͒ is the complex spectrum of the input pulse. Similarly, the complex spectra of the output cavity pulses can be written as A m ͑v͒ H m ͑v͒H 0 ͑v͒I ͑v͒, where for the first two cavity pulses ͑m 1, 2͒ the transfer functions are given by
The subscript n indicates a particular WGM mode; l n ͑v͒ is the corresponding angular propagation constant 13 ; b n s [calculated from Eq. (1)] gives the complex amplitude coupling into the nth mode from the slab Fig. 2 . Measured and calculated results of (a) the f irst (pulse 4b; Fig. 1 ) and (b) the second (pulse 5b) cavity pulses. Thin solid curves, references; curves with open circles, experiment; thick solid curves, calculation results. Fig. 3 . Spectra of (a) the f irst (pulse 4b; Fig. 1 ) and (b) the second (pulse 5b) cavity pulses. Thin solid curves, references; curves with open circles, experimental results; thick solid curves, calculation results.
TM 0 mode; a n c is the coupling into the slab mode from the nth WGM mode, and b n c is the remaining complex amplitude of the nth mode in the cylinder after the first cavity pulse. Thus, given noncoupled THz pulse 1a through the slab waveguide, we can calculate the cavity pulses in both the frequency and the time domains.
In the calculation we assume that both the slab and the cylinder are longitudinally infinite and that, owing to the x polarization of the incoming THz beam, only the TM WGM modes are coupled into the cylinder. The numerical calculations presented in Figs. 2 and 3 include the coupling results for the first eight TM WGM modes. As can be seen for pulse 4b, initially the theoretical oscillation is too slow. However, at ϳ225 ps, synchronization is obtained, and the complicated experimental structure is then in excellent agreement with theory. For pulse 5b, initially the theory is out of phase with the experimental oscillation. Starting at ϳ395 ps, excellent agreement between experimental and theoretical oscillations is obtained, although many experimental maxima are significantly larger than in theory. Even though the experimental results in Fig. 3(a) show sharper and deeper interference minima than predicted by theory, the overall structures in both Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) are in reasonable agreement with theory.
The discrepancies between theory and experiment are considered to be due to limitations in the numerical calculations. The observed rapidly oscillating structures in both the time and the frequency domains involve constructive and destructive interference among the first eight WGM modes of the cylinder. This interference is determined by the complex product of coupling coefficients b n s a n c and the relative phase difference between the WGM modes caused by propagation about the cylinder. For example, the relative phase difference at 1 THz that is due to propagating one time around the cylinder for the first two WGM modes is ͑7.78͒ ͑2p͒ rad, which is approximately 5% of their total phase angle for this propagation. This result shows the sensitivity of the system, in which a small error in the total calculated phase can lead to a large error in the predicted interference. Consequently the numerical calculation for the WGM total phase angles must be performed to an accuracy of better than 0.1%.
In summary, this study has demonstrated the feasibility of using a slab -cylinder structure as an effective coupling scheme for a THz WGM cavity. Because the coupling source is a subps THz pulse instead of a cw wave, the coherence condition is not required for the coupled WGM modes; hence the cavity pulses cover a continuous frequency range rather than discrete frequency points. Clearly, this structure is an excellent choice for the study of propagation properties of single subps pulses of THz radiation propagating in the WGM modes of a cylinder. In addition, as recent progress in THz waveguide studies 9 -11 has made possible the guided-wave propagation and circuit interconnection of THz radiation, this structure shows promise for use as a coupler and resonator for future THz integrated circuits.
